METALPRO ADVANTAGE

Your Roof. For Life.™

Corrosion Resistant Steel Sourced Directly from the Mills

As one of the largest metal roofing companies in the country, Union
is able to buy its premium Galvalume certified steel directly from
U.S. steel mills, ensuring consistent quality and adherence to the
toughest specifications. Your steel won’t come from a middle-man,
where quality can’t be controlled and low-priced factory rejects are
often sold as “prime” material. Your Union Galvalume steel will always come with a corrosion warranty direct from the mill.

Paint Color Guarantee

Most metal roofs look great when
they’re first installed, but what about
5 or 10 years down the road? Have you
ever seen a faded metal roof? If your
Competitor’s faded panel
with original color chip
supplier doesn’t control all aspects of
Competitor
Union
the production of the painted coil, you
never know what you’re going to get. Union specifies and inspects the entire process from uncoated steel coils
to the finished painted product to ensure consistency from batch to batch. We use the most advanced siliconized modified polyester paint system in the industry which provides the best long-term color retention and
scratch resistance of any system on the market today.
Premium Grade Trims

Union uses two grades of steel, high strength
80 ksi steel for panels, and more malleable 50
ksi steel for trim. This allows us to hem all trim
edges, minimizing cut edge exposure and the
potential for edge rust. Suppliers that don’t
use the more expensive 50 ksi steel are not
able to hem their trim as the panel steel is
too brittle. This leads to edge rust, oil canning,
and safety issues due to exposed cut edges.

Factory Trained Installers

Over 90% of metal roofing contractors have never had
installation training. Don’t risk your money with an untrained, unproven contractor. MetalPro is the #1 factory
trained metal roofing contractor network. All MetalPro
contractors attend a full day of factory training on Union’s
residential metal roofing products to ensure they’re familiar with factory recommended installation procedures.

Technical Expertise

We don’t just manufacture metal roofing, we understand how it should be installed in the various
climates and conditions throughout the country.
To stay up to date on the latest building codes, we
carry the applicable state licenses to install everywhere we do business. No other metal roofing
manufacturer has this level of residential installation expertise. No matter the complexity of your
roof, we’ll be able to answer your questions and
figure out a solution.
A Trusted Name Since 1946

No other metal roofing company has the experience
and longevity of Union. With the rising popularity of
metal roofing, many companies have come and gone,
but Union has stood behind its products for decades. With most of today’s metal roofing warranties lasting 30 years or more, you can be confident
that if you ever have a problem with your roof, we’ll be
there to make it right.

